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123 mins | Comedy, Fantasy, Horror A rib-ticks comedy about a group of spirits who, in their various idioscrasies, try and save their only ghost, their resting place, when a few unscrupulous builders try and break it down to build a modern monstrosity. Director: Anik Datta | Stars: Swastika Mukherjee, Parambrata Chattopadhyay,
Sabyasachi Chakrabarty, Samadarshi Dutta Voices: 3,428 110 min | Drama Twelve people are passengers on board. The boatmen take them to safety, far away from the fierce clutches of war. All the people on board are devastated by the horrors of war. As the story progresses, different events unravel. Director: Humayun Ahmed | Stars:
Meher Afroz Shaon, Riaz, Swadhin Khosru, Ahmed Rubel Stemme: 1,858 150 min | Drama, Romance The second movie directed by Humayun Ahmed. A village drama infwered around a enthralling girl, a folk singer, his love interest and the local aristocratic family's involvement, the movie provided with some stunning songs. Director:
Humayun Ahmed | Stars: Meher Afroz Shaon, Mukti, Zahid Hasan, Mahfuz Ahmed Stemme: 2,146 150 min | Biography The movie is about a poet and singer Lalon Fakir who belongs to a cult called baul and who believes and inculcates that the value of one is above the narrow faith of religions. Director: Goutam Ghose | Stars: Shahed
Ali, Raisul Islam Asad, Mir Naofil Ashrafi, Champa Voices: 1,203 135 min | Drama Chitraganda: The Crowning Wish, is a juicy lit and deeply personal drama about a choreographer considering a gender reassignment surgery. The film also explores insights into how gender expression can affect families. Director: Rituparno Ghosh | Stars:
Kaushik Banerjee, Dipankar Dey, Anjan Dutt, Rituparno Ghosh Voices: 310 125 min | Drama The film depicts the trusted life of Srikanta and his encounters with several women. After facing many failures in love, he becomes a monk. Director: Anjan Das | Stars: Soha Ali Khan, Reema Sen, Adil Hussain, Nirmal Kumar Voices: 105,135 min
| Drama Chitraganda: The Crowning Wish, is a juicy lit and deeply personal drama about a choreographer considering a gender reassignment surgery. The film also explores insights into how gender expression can affect families. Director: Rituparno Ghosh | Stars: Kaushik Banerjee, Dipankar Dey, Anjan Dutt, Rituparno Ghosh Voices:
310 102 min | Mystery, Thriller On vacation in the foothills of Himalayas with his wife, Satyabati, and his best friend, Ajit, private investigator Byomkesh gets embroiled in a simple photo theft, which is quickly followed by a gruesome murder. Director: Anjan Dutt | Stars: Abir Chatterjee, Saswata Chatterjee, Usashi Chakraborty, Koushik Sen
Votes: 833 120 min | Thriller 'Langto' plunges into the complexity of the human mind. The battle between good and evil. And focus on what happens when we take over inner animals and let us shame naked and civilization. Director: Dey | Sterre: Bhaskar Dutta, Jhelum Ghosh, Faiz Khan, Ritwik Roy Stemme: 44 150 min min Drama
Halda; a river in southeastern Bangladesh; The one and only natural fish breeding center in Asia. The movie plot is based on the river halda and the struggling life of the fishermen's on both sides. Director: Tauquir Ahmed | Stars: Shahed Ali, Momena Chowdhury, Zahid Hasan, Mosharraf Karim Voices: 471 119 min | Drama It's a story of
boat trip from Bangladesh in 1971 of helpless people going to the safe border. Pakistani military has sparked genocide in the country. Heroic sons of the ground began a war of liberation. Director: Tauquir Ahmed | Stars: Bipasha Hayat, Azizul Hakim, Mahfuz Ahmed, Abul Hayat Voices: 725 To continue, pleaseLog In/Sign in password
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